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elcome to Visual Basic .NET and the world of Windows, Internet and
World-Wide-Web programming with Visual Studio and the .NET platform!
This book, the first in our new Simply series, was a joy to create. Our goal
was to write a book that focuses on core concepts and features of Visual Basic .NET
while keeping the discussion of this highly technical subject as simple as possible.
To achieve these goals, we implemented an innovative teaching methodology.
We present the core concepts of leading-edge computing technologies using the
tutorial-based, APPLICATION-DRIVEN™ approach, combined with the DEITEL™
signature LIVE-CODE™ approach of teaching programming using complete, working, real-world applications. We merged the notion of a lab manual with that of a
conventional textbook, creating a book that is best used by students sitting at computers and building each example application as they read the tutorials.
As students work through the tutorials, they learn about Visual Basic .NET and
its fundamental features, such as visual programming concepts, graphical-user-interface (GUI) components, multimedia (audio, images, animation and video), file processing, database processing and Internet and World-Wide-Web-based client/server
networking. At the end of most sections, we provide self-review questions with
answers so that students receive immediate feedback on their understanding of the
material. Hundreds of additional self-review questions with answers are available
on this book’s Companion Web Site.

Features in Simply This book is loaded with pedagogic features, including:
Visual Basic .NET ■ APPLICATION-DRIVEN™ Tutorial Approach. Each tutorial uses a contemporary, real-world application to teach programming concepts. The examples
and exercises are up-to-the-minute with Internet/Web-related examples and
with popular applications, such as ATMs, game playing, graphics, multimedia
and even a 3-tier Web-based bookstore. Most examples have a business
focus. At the beginning of each tutorial, students “test-drive” the completed
application so they can see how it works. Then they build the application by
following our step-by-step instructions. The book concentrates on the principles of good software engineering and stresses program clarity.
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■

LIVE-CODE™ Approach. This book is loaded with LIVE-CODE™ examples.
Each tutorial ends with the complete, working program code and the students can run the application that they just created. We call this method of
teaching and writing the LIVE-CODE™ Approach. We feel that this
approach is more effective than presenting only snippets of code out of the
context of a complete program.

■

Real-World Technologies. This text incorporates today’s technologies to
develop useful applications. For example, we use the Unified Modeling Language™ (UML) to replace flowcharts—an older standard. The UML has
become the preferred graphical modeling language for designing object-ori-
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ented applications. In Simply Visual Basic .NET, we use UML to show the
flow of control for several applications, so students gain practice reading the
type of diagrams that are used in industry.
■

Visual Programming and Graphical User Interface (GUI). From the first
tutorial, we immerse students in visual programming techniques and modifying Visual Basic .NET GUIs. Students who learn these techniques can create
graphical programs more quickly and easily. The early tutorials provide students with a foundation for designing GUIs—concepts that they will apply
throughout the book as we teach core programming concepts. Many tutorials contain GUI Design Tips that are summarized at the end of the tutorials
for easy reference. Additionally, Appendix C compiles all the GUI Design
Tips to help students as they prepare for exams.

■

Full-Color Presentation. This book is in full color so that students can see
sample outputs as they would appear on a monitor. Also, we syntax color the
Visual Basic .NET code, similar to the way Visual Studio .NET colors the
code in its editor window. This way, students can match what they see in the
book with what they see on their own screens. Our syntax-coloring conventions are as follows:
comments appear in green
keywords appear in dark blue
literal values appear in light blue
text, class, method and variable names appear in black
errors appear in red

■

Graphics and Multimedia. Graphics make applications fun to create and
use. In our introduction to graphics, Tutorial 26, we discuss Graphical Device
Interface (GDI+)—the Windows service that provides the graphical features
used by .NET—to teach students to personalize a bank check. In Tutorial 27,
we use a fun technology called Microsoft Agent to add interactive, animated
characters to a phone book application. With Microsoft Agent, your applications can speak to users and even respond to their voice commands!

■

Databases. Databases are crucial to businesses today, and we use real-world
applications to teach the fundamentals of database programming. Tutorials
25 and 30 familiarize students with databases, presented in the context of
two applications—an ATM and a Web-based bookstore.

■

Case Study. This book concludes with a sequence of four tutorials in which
the student builds a Web-based, bookstore application. Tutorial 28 familiarizes readers with Microsoft’s Internet Information Services (which enables
Web publishing), multi-tier architecture and simple Web transactions. Tutorials 29–31 use ASP .NET and ADO .NET to build an application that retrieves
information from a database and displays the information in a Web page.

■

Object-Oriented Programming. Object-oriented programming is the most
widely employed technique for developing robust, reusable software, and
Visual Basic .NET offers advanced object-oriented programming features.
This book introduces students to defining classes and using objects, laying a
solid foundation for future programming courses.

■

Visual Studio .NET Debugger. Debuggers are programs that help programmers find and correct logic errors in program code. Visual Studio .NET contains a powerful debugging tool that allows programmers to analyze their
programs line-by-line as the programs execute. Throughout the book, we
teach the Visual Studio .NET Debugger; we explain how to use its key features and offer many debugging exercises.
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Focus of the Book
Our goal was clear: Produce a Visual Basic .NET textbook for introductory-level
courses in computer programming aimed at students with little or no programming
experience. This book teaches computer programming principles and the Visual
Basic .NET language, including data types, control structures, object-oriented programming, Visual Basic .NET classes, GUI concepts, event-driven programming and
more. After mastering the material in this book, students will be able to program in
Visual Basic .NET and to employ many key capabilities of the .NET platform.

Lab Setup
To install some of the required software for this book, students and instructors will
need Administrator-level access to the computer. For university computer labs
where students do not have Administrator-level access, instructors and system
administrators must ensure that the proper software is installed on the lab computers. In Tutorial 27, certain Microsoft Agent software components must be installed
to execute and develop the Phone Book application. If students are not allowed to
install software on lab computers, the Microsoft Agent components discussed in
Tutorial 27 must be installed in advance. To configure and execute some of the
examples and exercises, such as the Bookstore case study in Tutorials 28–31, students will need to have Administrator-level access. In addition, the examples in the
book require that students have Debugger or Administrator access to the computer, which is typically required to develop applications in Visual Studio .NET.

A Note Regarding Terminology Used in the Book
In Tutorial 13, we discuss methods as Sub procedures (sometimes called subroutines) and Function procedures (sometimes called functions). We use this terminology for two reasons. First, the keywords Sub and Function are used in
procedure definitions, so this naming is logical for students. Second, Visual Basic
professionals have used this terminology for years and will continue to do so in the
future. We also use the term “function” at certain points in this text to refer to
Visual Basic 6 Function procedures that remain in Visual Basic .NET (such as Val
and Pmt). When we introduce object-oriented programming concepts in Tutorial 19,
we discuss the difference between procedures and methods and indicate that the
procedures defined throughout the text are, in fact, methods. We hope our use of
terminology helps you present the material in a simple and understandable manner.

Exception Handling: Bonus Tutorial Available Online
Exception Handling is one of the most important topics in Visual Basic .NET for
building mission-critical and business-critical applications. Programmers need to
know how to recognize the exceptions (errors) that could occur in software components and handle those exceptions effectively, allowing programs to deal with problems and continue executing instead of “crashing.” This tutorial overviews the
proper use of exception handling, including the termination model of exception handling, throwing and catching exceptions and the library class Exception. To download this tutorial, please go to www.deitel.com/vbnetSIMPLY1/index.html.

Objectives
Each tutorial begins with objectives that inform students of what to expect and give
them an opportunity, after reading the tutorial, to determine whether they have met
the intended goals.

Outline
The tutorial outline enables students to approach the material in top-down fashion.
Along with the tutorial objectives, the outline helps students anticipate future topics and set a comfortable and effective learning pace.
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Example Programs (with Program Outputs)
We present Visual Basic .NET features in the context of complete, working Visual
Basic .NET programs. We call this our LIVE-CODE™ approach. All examples are
available on the CD that accompanies the book or as downloads from our Web site,
www.deitel.com/vbnetSIMPLY1/index.html.

Illustrations/Figures
An abundance of charts, line drawings and program outputs are included. The discussion of control structures, for example, features carefully drawn UML activity
diagrams. [Note: We do not teach UML diagramming as a program-development
tool, but we do use UML diagrams to explain the precise operation of many of
Visual Basic .NET’s control structures.]

Programming Tips
Hundreds of programming tips to help students focus on important aspects of program development. These tips and practices represent the best the authors have
gleaned from a combined seven decades of programming and teaching experience.
Good Programming
Practices
Good Programming Practices highlight techniques that help students write programs that are clearer, more understandable and more maintainable.
Common
Programming Errors
Students learning a language—especially in their first programming course—frequently make errors. Pointing out these Common Programming Errors in the text
reduces the likelihood that students will make the same mistakes.
Error Prevention Tips
These tips describe aspects of Visual Basic .NET that prevent errors from getting
into programs in the first place, which simplifies the testing and debugging process.
Performance Tips
Teaching students to write clear and understandable programs is the most important goal for a first programming course. But students want to write programs that
run the fastest, use the least memory, require the smallest number of keystrokes,
etc. Performance Tips highlight opportunities for improving program performance.
Portability Tips
The Portability Tips provide insights on how Visual Basic .NET achieves its high
degree of portability among .NET platforms.
Software Design Tips
The Software Design Tips highlight architectural and design issues that affect the
construction of object-oriented software systems.
GUI Design Tips
The GUI Design Tips highlight graphical-user-interface conventions to help students design attractive, user-friendly GUIs and use GUI features.
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Skills Summary
Each tutorial includes a bullet-list-style summary of the new programming concepts
presented. This reinforces key actions taken to build the application in each tutorial.

Key Terms
Each tutorial includes a list of important terms defined in the tutorial. These terms
also appear in the index and in a book-wide glossary, so the student can locate
terms and their definitions quickly.

230 Self-Review Questions and Answers
Self-review multiple-choice questions and answers are included after most sections
to build students’ confidence with the material and prepare them for the regular
exercises. Students should be encouraged to attempt all the self-review exercises
and check their answers.

834 Exercises (Solutions in Instructor’s Manual)
Each tutorial concludes with exercises. Typical exercises include 10 multiple-choice
questions, a “What does this code do?” exercise, a “What’s wrong with this code?”
exercise and a programming challenge. The questions involve simple recall of important terminology and concepts, writing individual Visual Basic .NET statements,
writing small portions of Visual Basic .NET applications and writing complete
Visual Basic .NET methods, classes and applications. Every programming exercise
uses a step-by-step methodology to suggest how to solve the problems. The solutions
for the exercises are available only to instructors through their Prentice-Hall representatives. [NOTE: Please do not write to us requesting the instructor’s manual. Distribution of this publication is strictly limited to instructors teaching from the book.
Instructors may obtain the solutions manual only from their regular Prentice Hall
representatives. We regret that we cannot provide the solutions to professionals.]

GUI Design Guidelines
Consistent and proper graphical user interface design is crucial to visual programming. In each tutorial, we summarize the GUI design guidelines that were introduced. Appendix C presents a cumulative list of these GUI design guidelines for
easy reference.

Controls, Events, Properties & Methods Summaries
Each tutorial includes a summary of the controls, events, properties and methods
covered in the tutorial. The summary includes a picture of each control, shows the
control “in action” and lists the control’s properties, events and methods that were
discussed up to and including that tutorial. In addition, Appendix E groups the controls by tutorial for easy reference.

Index
The extensive index includes important terms both under main headings and as separate entries so that students can search for any term or concept by keyword. The
code examples and the exercises also are included in the index. For every Visual
Basic .NET source-code program in the book, we indexed it both under the appropriate application and as a subindex item under “code examples.” We have also
double-indexed features such as controls and properties. This makes it easier to find
examples using particular features.

Simply Visual Basic .NET Ancillary Package
Simply Visual Basic .NET is accompanied by extensive ancillary materials for
instructors, including the following:
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■

■

Instructor’s Resource CD (IRCD) which contains the
■

Instructor’s Manual with solutions to the end-of-tutorial exercises and

■

Test-Item File of multiple-choice questions (approximately two per tutorial section).

Customizable PowerPoint® Slides containing all the code and figures in the
text, and bulleted items that summarize the key points in the text. The slides
are downloadable from www.deitel.com/vbnetSIMPLY1/index.html and
are available as part of Prentice Hall’s Companion Web Site
(www.prenhall.com/deitel) for Simply Visual Basic .NET, which offers
resources for both instructors and students.

Companion Web Site
For instructors, the Companion Web Site offers a Syllabus Manager, which helps
instructors plan courses interactively and create online syllabi. Students also benefit
from the functionality of the Companion Web Site. Book-specific resources for students include:
■

PowerPoint® slides

■

Example source code

■

Reference materials from the book appendices

■

Tutorial objectives

■
■

Tutorial summaries
Tutorial outlines

■

Programming tips from each tutorial

■

Online Study Guide—contains additional short-answer self-review exercises
with answers

■

Students can track their results and course performance on quizzes using the
Student Profile feature, which records and manages all feedback and results
from tests taken on the Companion Web Site. To access the Companion Web
Site for Simply Visual Basic .NET, visit www.prenhall.com/deitel.

Simply Visual Basic .NET Multimedia Cyber Classroom
For the second edition of Simply Visual Basic .NET, we are planning to include the
Simply Visual Basic .NET: An APPLICATION-DRIVEN™, Tutorial Approach Multimedia Cyber Classroom interactive CD. Our Cyber Classrooms are loaded with eLearning features that are ideal for both learning and reference.
Each Cyber Classroom CD provides an introduction in which the authors overview the Cyber Classroom’s features. The textbook’s LIVE-CODE™ examples truly
“come alive” in the Cyber Classrooms. If you are viewing a program and want to
execute it, you just click the lightning-bolt icon, and the program will run. You will
see—and hear, when working with audio-based multimedia programs—the program’s output immediately. If you want to modify a program and see the effects of
your changes, click the floppy-disk icon that causes the source code to be “lifted
off” the CD and “dropped into” one of your own directories so you can edit the
text, recompile the program and try out your new version. Click the audio icon, and
one of the authors will discuss the program and “walk you through” the code.
The Cyber Classrooms also provide navigational aids, including extensive
hyperlinking. The Cyber Classrooms are browser based, so they remember sections
that you have visited recently and allows you to move forward or backward among
them. The thousands of index entries are hyperlinked to their text occurrences. Furthermore, when you key in a term using the “find” feature, the Cyber Classrooms
locate occurrences of that term throughout the text. The Table of Contents entries
are “hot,” so clicking a tutorial name takes you immediately to that tutorial.
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Course Management Systems
Selected content from Simply Visual Basic .NET and other Deitel texts, is available
to integrate into various Course Management Systems, including CourseCompass,
Blackboard and WebCT.1 Course Management Systems help faculty create, manage and use sophisticated Web-based educational tools and programs. Blackboard,
CourseCompass and WebCT offer:
■

Features to create and customize an online course

■

Communication tools

■

Flexible testing tools

■

Support materials

In addition to the tools found in Blackboard and WebCT, CourseCompass from
Prentice Hall includes:
■

CourseCompass course home page, which makes the course as easy to navigate as a book.

■

Hosting on Prentice Hall’s centralized servers, which allows course administrators to avoid separate licensing fees or server-space issues.

■

“How Do I” online-support sections are available for users who need help
personalizing course sites.

■

Instructor Quick Start Guide

Premium Course Management Systems
For the second edition of Simply Visual Basic .NET, we are planning support for
Premium Course Management Systems that integrate content from a rich variety of
sources, including Deitel books, Cyber Classrooms and Companion Web Sites with
Course Management courseware—providing enhanced content to users. Premium
Course Management Systems include:
■

Pre-Loaded DEITEL™ Content in a Customizable Interface. An instructor
can aggregate and customize all course materials. This feature includes the eBook, a searchable digital version of the book, and downloadable PowerPoint® slides.

■

All the Interactivity of the Cyber Classroom. Students can work with code
and receive the added benefit of several hours of detailed audio descriptions
of thousands of lines of code to help reinforce concepts. Every code example
from the books is included.

■

Abundant Self-Assessment and Complete Test-Item File. Use or edit hundreds of pre-loaded assessments, or upload your own. Assessments include
self-review exercises, programming exercises (half with answers included)
and test questions. Instructors choose which questions to assign, and students receive immediate feedback. Instructors can collect students’ work
and track their progress in an online gradebook.

To view free online demonstrations and learn more about Course Management
Systems that support Deitel content, visit the following Web sites:
■

Blackboard: www.blackboard.com and www.prenhall.com/blackboard.

■

WebCT: www.webct.com and www.prenhall.com/webct.

■

CourseCompass: www.coursecompass.com and
www.prenhall.com/coursecompass.

1. The entire text of Simply Visual Basic .NET will be provided in the e-Book included with
Premium CourseCompass for the second edition of the book.
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For Students and Please follow the instructions in this section to ensure that you have the proper
Instructors: setup before you begin this book.
Important Information
Font and Naming Conventions
Before You Begin

We use fonts to distinguish between IDE features (such as menu names and menu
items) and other elements that appear in the IDE. Our convention is to emphasize
IDE features in a sans-serif bold Helvetica font (for example, Properties window)
and to emphasize program text in a serif Lucida font (for example, Dim x As
Boolean). We use italics to emphasize special terms that are associated with Visual
Studio .NET features, such as Intellisense and Parameter Info.

Software Bundled with Simply Visual Basic .NET
In college bookstores, this book is shrink-wrapped with a trial edition of the
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET integrated development environment. This is a
full and complete version of Visual Studio .NET which may be used without charge
for 60 days, at which time it becomes inoperable. No technical support accompanies
this edition.
Students enrolled in a course at an accredited school who have purchased this
book for use in conjunction with that course may purchase Microsoft Visual Basic
.NET Standard Edition from Microsoft for $15.00 (US) plus shipping and handling.
The standard edition is fully functional and is shipped on 5 CDs. There is no time
limit and technical support is available upon registration of the software after
installation.
To purchase this software, you must obtain a purchase code from your instructor. This code is supplied to your instructor by Prentice Hall. To order Visual Basic
.NET Standard Edition, visit
www.gotdotnet.com/community/student/reference/purchase.aspx

and follow the instructions. A credit card is required to complete the purchase.
Professionals can obtain the 60-day trial edition of Visual Studio .NET from
www.msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/productinfo/trial/default.asp.

Hardware and Software Requirements to Run Visual Basic .NET
To install and run Visual Basic .NET, Microsoft recommends that PCs have these
minimum requirements:
■

Pentium II 450 MHz processor

■

Windows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 6 or later operating system

■

64 megabytes for a Windows NT 4.0 computer; 96 MB for Windows 2000
Professional and 160 MB for Windows XP Professional

■

2.5 gigabytes of available hard drive space

■

CD-ROM (DVD for the trial version)

■

Super VGA monitor with 256 colors

■

Mouse or other Microsoft-compatible pointing device

■

You must install Microsoft’s Internet Information Services (IIS) before
installing Visual Studio .NET. Otherwise, the Web-based bookstore application in the case study cannot be created or executed. See Appendix G for
detailed instructions on installing IIS.

This book assumes that you are using Windows 2000 or Windows XP, plus
Microsoft’s Internet Information Services (IIS). Additional setup instructions for
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Web servers and other software is available on our Web site along with the examples. [Note: This is copyrighted material. Feel free to use it as you study, but you
may not republish any portion of it in any form without explicit permission from
Prentice Hall and the authors.]

Monitor Display Settings
Simply Visual Basic .NET includes hundreds of screenshots of applications. Your
monitor-display settings may need to be adjusted so that the screenshots in the
book will match what you see on your computer screen as you develop each application. [Note: We refer to single-clicking with the left mouse button as selecting, or
clicking. We refer to double-clicking with the left mouse button simply as double
clicking.] Follow these steps to set your monitor display correctly:
1. Open the Control Panel and double click Display.
2. Click the Settings tab.
3. Click the Advanced... button.
4. In the General tab, make sure Small Fonts is selected; this should indicate that 96 dpi is now the setting (if you already have this setting, you
do not need to do anything else).
5. Click Apply.
If you choose to use different settings, the Size and Location values we provide for different GUI elements (such as Buttons and Labels) in each application
might not appear correctly on your screen. If so, simply adjust Size and Location
values so the GUI elements in your application appear similar to those in the
screenshots in the book.

Theme Settings for Windows XP Users
If you are using Windows XP, we assume that your theme is set to Windows Classic
Style. Follow these steps to set Windows XP to display the Windows Classic theme:
1. Open the Control Panel and double click Display.
2. Click the Themes tab. Select Windows Classic from the Theme: dropdown list.
3. Click OK to save the settings.

Copying and Organizing Files
All of the examples for Simply Visual Basic .NET are included on the CD-ROM
that accompanies this textbook. Follow the steps in the box, Copying the Book
Examples from the CD-ROM, to copy the examples folder from the CD-ROM onto
your hard drive. We suggest that you work from your hard drive rather than your
CD drive for two reasons: you cannot save your programs to the book’s CD (the
CD is read-only), and files can be accessed faster from a hard drive than from a CD.
The examples from the book (and our other publications) are also available on the
Internet as downloads from the following Web sites:
www.deitel.com
www.prenhall.com/deitel

Screen shots in the box, Copying the Book Examples from the CD-ROM, might
differ slightly from what you see on your computer, depending on whether you are
using Windows 2000 or Windows XP. We used Windows 2000 to prepare the screenshots for this book.
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Copying the Book
Examples from the CDROM

1.

Locating the CD-ROM drive. Insert the CD that accompanies Simply
Visual Basic .NET into your computer’s CD-ROM drive. The window displayed in Fig. 1 should appear. If the page appears, proceed to Step 3 of this
box. If the page does not appear, proceed to Step 2.

Click the Browse CD
Contents link to access
the CD’s contents

Figure 1 Welcome page for Simply Visual Basic .NET CD.
2.

Opening the CD-ROM directory using My Computer. If the page shown in
Fig. 1 does not appear, double click the My Computer icon on your desktop.
In the My Computer window, double click your CD-ROM drive (Fig. 2) to
access the CD’s contents. Proceed to Step 4.

Selected CD-ROM drive

Figure 2 Locating the CD-ROM drive.
3.

Opening the CD-ROM directory. If the page in Fig. 1 does appear, click the
Browse CD Contents link to access the CD’s contents.

4.

Copying the Examples folder. Right click the Examples folder (Fig. 3), then
select Copy. Next, go to My Computer and double click the C: drive. Select
the Edit menu and select Paste to copy the folder and its contents from the
CD to your C: drive.
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[Note: We save the examples to the C: drive and refer to this drive
throughout the text. You may choose to save your files to a different drive
based on your lab setup or personal preferences. Please see your instructor
for more information if you are working in a computer lab to confirm where
the examples should be saved.]

Right clicking the
Examples folder

Select Copy

Figure 3

Copying the Examples folder.

The book example files you copied onto your computer from the CD are readonly. To access and modify these files, you must change this property. In the box,
Changing the Read-Only Property of Files, you change the read-only property so
you can run and modify the examples.

Changing the ReadOnly Property of Files

1.

Opening the Properties dialog. Right click the Examples folder and select
Properties from the menu. The Examples Properties dialog appears (Fig. 4).

Uncheck the
Read-only attribute

Figure 4

Removing the check in the Read-only check box.
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2.

Changing the read-only property. In the Attributes section of this dialog,
click the box next to Read-only to remove the check mark. Click Apply to
apply the changes.

3.

Changing the property for all files. Clicking Apply will display the Confirm
Attribute Changes window (Fig. 5). In this window, click the radio button
next to Apply changes to this folder, subfolders and files and click OK to
remove the read-only property for all of the files and folders in the Examples folder.

Click this radio button to
remove the read-only
property for all the files

Figure 5 Removing read-only for all the files in the Examples folder.

As you work through this book, you will be developing your own applications.
In the box, Creating a Work Folder, you create a folder on your C: drive in which
you will save all of your applications.

Work Fo lderInternet and Web Resources

Creating a Work Folder

1.

Selecting the drive. Double click the My Computer icon on your desktop to
access a list of your computer drives (Fig. 6). Double click the C: drive. The
contents of the C: drive are displayed.

Local disk

Figure 6 Computer drives listed under My Computer.
2.

Creating a new folder. Select the File menu and under the New submenu,
select Folder (Fig. 7). A new, empty folder appears in your C: directory
(Fig. 8). [Note: From this point onward, we use the > character to indicate the
selection of a menu command. For example, we use the notation File > Open
to indicate the selection of the Open command from the File menu.]

3.

Naming the folder. Enter a name for the folder. We suggest that you choose
a name that you recognize and remember. We chose SimplyVB (Fig. 9). You
can use this folder to save the examples from this book, your applications
and your exercise solutions.
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New folder option
(selected)

Figure 7

Creating a new folder.

Figure 8

New folder appears in the C: directory.

Figure 9

New work folder in C: drive.

New folder

Newly created work folder
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full-time positions are available to college graduates. For more information, please contact
Abbey Deitel at deitel@deitel.com, visit our Web site, www.deitel.com, and subscribe
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James Gips (Boston College)
Manu Gupta (Patni Computer Systems)
Richard Hewer (Ferris State University)
James Huddleston (Independent Consultant)
Terrell Hull (Sun Certified Java Architect, Rational Qualified Practitioner)
Jeff Jones (A.D.A.M. Inc.)
Faisal Kaleem (Florida International University)
Yashavant Kanetkar (KICIT Pvt. Ltd.)
Dhananjay Katre (Patni Computer Systems, Ltd.)
Kurt Kominek (Northeast State Technical CC)
Stan Kurkovsky (Columbus State University)
Brian Larson (Modesto Junior College)
Sukan Makmuri (DeVry-Fremont)
Ken McLean (Northern Virginia CC)
Gordon McNorton (Collin County Community College)
Manish Mehta (Independent Consultant)
Marilyn Meyer (Fresno City College)
John Mueller (DataCon Services)
Narayana Rao Surapaneni (Patni Computer Systems)
Michael Rudisill (Northern Michigan University)
Sara Rushinek (University of Miami)
Praveen Sadhu (Infodat Solutions, Inc.)
Kenneth Schoonover (Chubb Technical Institute)
Andrea Shelly (Florida International University)
Robert Taylor (Lansing Community College)
Yateen Thakkar (Syntel India Ltd.)
Catherine Wyman (DeVry-Phoenix)
David Zeng (DeVry-Calgary)
We would sincerely appreciate your comments, criticisms, corrections and suggestions for improving the text. Please address all correspondence to:
deitel@deitel.com

We will respond promptly.
Well, that’s it for now. Welcome to the exciting world of Visual Basic .NET programming. We hope you enjoy this look at leading-edge computer applications
development. Good luck!
Dr. Harvey M. Deitel
Paul J. Deitel
Tem R. Nieto
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